CHIEF EDITOR
p,3,2:07h-'23 ($3,484) (Three Year Old)
BAY GELDING Foaled May 26, 2020
Reg No. 5VP93 Microchip No. 985141001386242

1st Dam
KAYLA GRACE p,2,1:57.1f; 3,1:53.4h; 1:52.4f; BT1:51.4f ($290,721) by He's All That. 50 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, winner Final Michigan Sires S. at Hazel, leg Michigan Great Lakes Ser. at Adrian, Big Rapids, Centreville, Hastings, Hazel (2), Hillsdale, Final Michigan Great Lakes Ser. at Sports Creek, Michigan Breeders Futy., Spartan Futy., Wolverine Futy. At 3, winner Michigan Champ. at Hastings, leg Wallflower Ser. at Northfield, Final Wallflower Ser. at Northfield, Wolverine Futy., Michigan Breeders Futy., Spartan Futy., Michigan Colt S. at Adrian, Allegan, Big Rapids, Centreville, Croswell, Harrison, Hart, Hastings; second in leg Wallflower Ser. at Northfield; third in Hanover Filly S. From 2 foals, dam of 2 winners, including:
JUNEBUG (M) p,2,2:01.4h-'23; BT2:00.1h-'23 ($14,121) (Manhardt). 2 wins at 2. At 2, winner Michigan Sired Colt S. at Caro, Harrison; second in Michigan Sired Colt S. at Hastings.

Chief Editor p,3,2:07h-'23; BT1:58.3h-'23 ($3,484) (Sportswriter). Winner at 3. At 2, third in Michigan Colt S. at Hastings.

2nd Dam
A Maze Of Grace

3rd Dam
LADALIAS GIRL p,3,2:01.1f ($10,412) by Merger. 2 wins at 3. From 12 foals, dam of 11 winners, 6 in 1:55, 4 in 2:00, including:


LADALIA HANOVER p,2,2:01.4f; 3,Q2:00.1 ($72,802) by Columbia George. 13 wins at 2 and 3. From 12 foals, dam of 11 4th Dam (M) p,2,1:57.4f ($8,523) (Nihilator). 2 wins at 2. At 2, second in leg Miss Henson MIKASA LADATROSS p,2,1:56.1 ($15,500) (Albatross). 2 wins at 3. At 2, third in elim. Woodrow Wilson P. 4th Dam (M) p,2,1:57.4f ($24,713) (Albatross). 6 wins at 2 and 3. At 3, winner leg Niagara Ser. at Mohawk, SILKY'S GAL p,3,1:56h; 1:54.3f; BT1:53.2f ($59,005) (Western Hanover). 10 wins at 4 and 5. At 4, second in leg Neighborhood Ser. at Hoosier (3), Final Neighborhood Ser. at Hoosier.


2nd Dam (M) p,2,1:55.2f; 3,1:53.4; 4,1:52.1 ($383,756). MYSTICAL BROTHERS p,2,1:56.1; 3,1:54.2; 1:52.1f; ERNIE THE MOOS p,2,1:58.3; 3,1:54.4; 1:54.2. FOX VALLEY DAZZLE p,2,1:55.4; 3,1:53.3; 1:53.4f. FOX VALLEY DANDY p,2,1:58.1; 3,1:54.4. THE DOGINATOR p,2,1:55.1. STEEP AND DEEP p,2,2:04.4. FOX VALLEY DUBLIN p,2,1:57h. FOH VALLEY DEMENTIA 3,1:57.2. FOX VALLEY MAC p,2,2:05h. Grandam of RAZZLEME DAZLEME p,2,1:54.4. SPARKLE AND DAZZLE p,3,1:57.4.

LADALIA HANOVER p,2,2:01.4f; 3,Q2:00.1 ($72,802) by Columbia George. 13 wins at 2 and 3. From 12 foals, dam of 11
Creek Ser. at Rosecroft; third in leg Miss Henson Creek Ser. at Rosecroft.

**MISS ELVIRA** (M) p,2,2:00.1f ($1,800) (Albatross). 2 wins at 2. Hall of Fame in 2014. At 2, winner leg Terry's Woe Ser. at Scioto. Dam of **ARTSPLACE** p,2,1:51.1f; 3,1:50.4f; 4,1:49.2 ($3,085,083), **PERFECT SON** p,2,2:00f; 3,1:50.2 ($625,050), **GOTHIC LADY** p,2,1:54.2; 3,1:53.1 ($486,047), **CHILL FACTOR** p,3,1:52.4, **STAND TOGETHER** p,2,Q1:57.2; 3,1:53, **LEGEND SEEKER** p,2,Q2:01.1f; 3,2:00.1f; 1:54.1f, **KEY PROSPECT** p,3,1:54.2, **LIFEblood** p,2,2:00.1f; 4,1:55.3f, **RETURN OF THE SITH** p,2,1:58.3f; 3,1:53.1f, **JEDI'S REVENGE** p,3,1:54.4f, **BAEZ** p,2,Q1:55.4f, **CHATELAINE** p,2,Q1:59.4; 3,1:56.4f, **LA BRUJITA** p,2,Q1:57, **LADYTIQUE** p,3,Q1:58, **ENRICO PALLAZZO** p,2,2:01.3-'23.

**Vindicated** p,2,2:00.2f; 3,2:00.1f; BT1:56.1f ($21,181) (Sonsam). 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, second in Northfield Grand Circuit S.; third in Goshen Cup.

Ladalias Girl (M) p,3,2:01.1f ($10,412) (Merger). As above.

Producers: Intuition p,2,Q2:00.3f ($961) (dam of **GO FOR IT** p,2,1:55.3; 3,1:54.3; 1:54f -$218,817, **NOT SO FAST** p,3,1:57.1f; 1:55; grandam of **SAND SHEA** p,2,1:57.2f; 1:55.2f -$100,390), London Blues p,2,2:03.1f ($706) (dam of **GRASS IS GREENER** p,3,Q1:52.4, **DON'T QUIT NOW** p,2,1:56; 1:53.4, **SINCERELY ELECTRIC** p,2,1:56.1, **DIXIE FEVER** p,2,1:57.1f, **LIFE ESTATE** p,2,2:02.3h; 3,1:57.3h; grandam of **QUALITY OF LIFE** p,2,1:54; 3,1:50.1 -$334,134, **GENETIC MIRACLE** p,2,2:00h; 3,1:53.4; 1:51 -$236,012, **WESTERN GAMBLER** p,2,1:56.1; 3,1:53.3; 4,1:52.1h - $230,670, **LIFE'S LESSONS** p,3,1:58h; 4,1:54.3h -$129,561, **GREEN SIGN** p,3,1:52.3, **BETTOR'S GREEN** p,2,1:53.2, **MAJOR ZIGGY** p,3,1:53.4f, **WILLING TO WIN** p,2,Q2:01.1f; 3,1:55.1f, **EASY LIFE** p,2,Q1:55.3, **A SHARKS LIFE** p,3,1:58.1h; 4,1:56.1h, **WISE OLD OWL** p,3,1:56.2f, **WACKY JACKIE** p,3,1:56.2f, **TRULY DREAMY** p,2,1:56.2, **WING QUEEN** p,3,1:57.3; 1:56.4, **CADDY JEFF** p,2,1:58.1f; 1:57.2h, **I GOT THE LIFE** p,2,Q2:05.2h; 3,1:59.1h; 4,1:57.2f, **Lucky Lady Eighty** p,2,1:59.1; 3,1:57.3, **RAIN DELAY** p,2,1:58f; 3,1:57.4f; 1:57.3e, **LPGA** p,3,1:58.2f), Ladysip (dam of **KILLER STORM** p,3,1:57.4f; 4,1:56.2f; grandam of **OUTRIGHT** p,2,1:56.1f; 3,1:55.1f; 1:51.1 -$269,127, **CLEARLY VISIBLE** p,2,1:58f; 3,1:55.4f; 4,1:54 - $170,018, **HENRY PANZI** p,2,2:02.1f; 3,1:53.1, **LIVE A LITTLE** p,3,1:55; 4,1:54.2, **HAPPY AS A CLAM** p,4,1:56.1, **HAPPYDAYSHEREAPAN** p,3,Q1:59.3h; 4,1:57.2h, **TAKE NO PRISONERS** p,3,1:59.2; 1:58.1, **LATOSHA** p,2,2:01.2; 3,1:58.3h, **SOARING SAMMIE** p,4,1:59.1, **THE CHESHIRE CAT** p,3,1:59.1h).

**Next Dam** - LADY KACNE p,3,2:03.4f (Duane Hanover-LADY LUNKEN-Goose Bay)